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Outline

• Ways	in	which	spectroscopic	survey	experiments	constrain	
fundamental	physics	
– Dark	Energy	
– Modified	Gravity	
– Σmν	

– InflaSon	constraints	
• Current,	future,	and	potenSal	experiments	

– eBOSS	and	DESI	
– DESI	upgrades	
– The	Southern	Spectroscopic	Survey	Instrument	(SSSI)	
– The	Billion	Object	Apparatus	(BOA)	

• What	sort	of	detector	technologies	could	make	a	difference?	
– What	resoluSon	do	we	need?



IntroducSon	to	Surveys

• A;empt	to	obtain	uniform,	staSsScal	samples	of	objects,	enabling	
a	wide	variety	of	cosmological	studies

1982

2007 
• 	Two	basic	types:	
spectroscopic	and	imaging	

• 	The	major	goal	of	
spectroscopic	surveys	is	to	
measure	redshi's,	enabling	
3D	maps	of	the	Universe	to	
be	made	(use	galaxies	as	
tracers	of	dark	ma;er)	



By	measuring	the	BAO	angular	and	redshi[	scales	as	a	funcSon	of	redshi[,	
constrain	the	distance-redshi[	relaSon	/	expansion	history	of	the	Universe

• Classical	'standard	ruler'	test	

• Measures	how	the	Universe	
has	grown	over	Sme	

• Depends	on	amounts	&	
equaSon	of	state	(w	=	P/ρ)	
of	dark	ma;er	and	dark	
energy	

• Relies	on	measurements	of	redshi[s	and	angles:	minimal	
systemaScs	

• cf.	Yun	Wang's	talk
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Figure 2.10: Expansion rate of the Universe as a function of redshift. In the upper plot, the filled
blue circle is the H

0

measurement of [99], the solid black square shows the SDSS BAO measurement
of [100], the red square shows the BOSS galaxy BAO measurement of [6], the red circle shows the
BOSS Ly-↵ forest BAO measurement of [42], and the red x shows the BOSS Ly-↵ forest BAO-quasar
cross-correlation measurement of [101]. The lower plot shows projected DESI points.

DESI

Image: DESI FDR report



Image: DESI FDR report
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Figure 2.11: The w
0

� wa plane showing projected limits (68%) from DESI using just BAO and
using the broadband (BB) power spectrum. Also shown is the limit from BOSS BAO. Planck priors
are included in all cases, and DESI includes the BGS and non-redundant part of BOSS. The figure
of merit of the surveys is inversely proportional to the areas of the error ellipses.
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Figure 2.12: Growth of structure, f , as a function of redshift, showing projected DESI mea-
surements and their ability to discriminate against alternative gravity models, f(R) (whose scale-
dependent growth we show evaluated at two di↵erent scales) and DGP. The brown (light) error
bars at z < 0.5 correspond to DESI Bright Galaxy Survey; these are expected to improve when
information from the multiple tracers in the BGS is included. Adopted from the Snowmass report
on the growth of cosmic structure [59].

By	measuring	the	BAO	angular	and	redshi[	scales	as	a	funcSon	of	redshi[,	
constrain	the	distance-redshi[	relaSon	/	expansion	history	of	the	Universe

• Classical	'standard	ruler'	test	

• Measures	how	the	Universe	
has	grown	over	Sme	

• Depends	on	amounts	&	
equaSon	of	state	(w	=	P/ρ)	
of	dark	ma;er	and	dark	
energy	

• Relies	on	measurements	of	redshi[s	and	angles:	minimal	
systemaScs	

• cf.	Yun	Wang's	talk



Clustering	measurements	from	spectroscopic	measurements	
have	many	other	uses

• Neutrinos	in	the	early	universe	
were	highly	relaSvisSc,	stream	
away	from	ma;er	

• The	more	massive	neutrinos	are,	
the	more	they	suppress	growth	of	
overdensiSes	-	alters	power	
spectrum,	esp.	<1	h-1	Mpc	

• This	can	be	detected	using	
galaxies	or	Lyman	alpha	
absorpSon	of	quasar	light	

• Planck:	σ(Σmν	)~	0.16	eV,	σ(Nν	)	=	0.16	
• Planck	+	DESI:	σ	(Σmν)	=	0.02-0.03	eV,	σ(Nν	)	=	0.06	-	0.10	
• Sufficient	to	disSnguish	normal	vs.	inverted	hierarchy	

1 Introduction 3

Figure 1. Fractional change in the matter density power spectrum as a function of comoving wavenumber
k for di↵erent values of

P
m⌫ . Neutrino mass suppresses the power spectrum due to free streaming below

the matter-radiation equality scale. The shape of the suppression is highly characteristic and precision
observations over a range of scales can measure the sum of neutrino masses (here assumed all to be in a
single mass eigenstate). Also shown are the approximate ranges of experimental sensitivity in the power
spectrum for representative probes: the cosmic microwave background (CMB), galaxy surveys (Gal.), weak
lensing of galaxies (WL), and the Lyman-alpha forest (Ly↵). The CMB lensing power spectrum involves
(an integral over) this same power spectrum, and so is also sensitive to neutrino mass.
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the minimum sum of the masses must be greater than 100 meV. For the degenerate neutrino mass case
where m

1
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2

' m
3

, the sum of neutrino masses is at least approximately 150 meV. As we will discuss
below, future CMB-S4 and LSS experiments in the Cosmic Frontier have projected constraints to detect the
minimum mass scale of 58 meV at ⇠4� confidence, a ground-breaking result.

Community Planning Study: Snowmass 2013

Abazajian et al. 2013



Constraining	modified	gravity	theories	with	
galaxy	moSons
• Galaxy	clustering	does	not	intrinsically	
depend	on	direcSon	

• However,	relaSve	velociSes	of	galaxies	
do	affect	the	redshi[s	we	measure	

• As	overdensiSes	grow	over	Sme,	
galaxies	and	dark	ma;er	flow	in	-	
contours	of	constant	clustering	are	
compressed	in	redshi[	direcSon	

Courtesy: Will Percival

Redshift 
Space

Real 
Space

• Strength	of	infall	depends	on	
growth	rate	of	structure	

• If	GR	holds,	this	growth	rate	can	be	
predicted	from	the	expansion	
history	(measured	via	e.g.	BAO)
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Figure 2.11: The w
0

� wa plane showing projected limits (68%) from DESI using just BAO and
using the broadband (BB) power spectrum. Also shown is the limit from BOSS BAO. Planck priors
are included in all cases, and DESI includes the BGS and non-redundant part of BOSS. The figure
of merit of the surveys is inversely proportional to the areas of the error ellipses.
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Figure 2.12: Growth of structure, f , as a function of redshift, showing projected DESI mea-
surements and their ability to discriminate against alternative gravity models, f(R) (whose scale-
dependent growth we show evaluated at two di↵erent scales) and DGP. The brown (light) error
bars at z < 0.5 correspond to DESI Bright Galaxy Survey; these are expected to improve when
information from the multiple tracers in the BGS is included. Adopted from the Snowmass report
on the growth of cosmic structure [59].

DESI FDR report

Constraining	modified	gravity	theories	with	
galaxy	moSons:	Predicted	DESI	constraints



Image: DESI FDR report

Constraining	inflaSon:	Predicted	DESI	constraints
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WMAP

DESI 
+

Planck
68%

Figure 2.13: Constraints on the models of primordial non-Gaussianity with “running”, where the
usual parameter f

NL

is promoted to a power-law function of wavenumber, f
NL

(k) = f⇤
NL

(k/k⇤)
nfNL .

The larger contours show constraints on f⇤
NL

and nfNL from a first analysis that was applied to
WMAP 7 data [151]. The size of the red dot shows the 68% C.L. forecast on the joint constraint
expected from the combination of the DESI and full Planck data sets, based on projections in
Ref. [152].

models therefore leave a strong imprint in the clustering of galaxies and quasars, DESI will be able
to strongly constrain whole classes of inflationary models. We show an illustration in Figure 2.13,
where we present constraints on the models with “running” of non-Gaussianity, where the usual
parameter fNL now runs with wavenumber, fNL(k) = f⇤

NL(k/k⇤)
nfNL . The larger contours show

constraints on f⇤
NL and nfNL from a first analysis that was applied to WMAP 7 data [151], while

the small, red contour shows the 68% C.L. forecast on the joint constraint expected from the
combination of the DESI and full Planck data sets, based on projections in Ref. [152]. The latter
constraint will shrink the area in the f⇤

NL � nfNL plane by about a factor of 100.
To achieve such excellent constraints, the galaxies measured in DESI must have su�ciently

large bias, since only for biased tracers is the non-Gaussian scale-dependent clustering revealed.
One way to further improve the errors is by combining two tracers of LSS, one with a high bias
and one with a low bias. In this case it may possible to cancel sampling variance, which is the
dominant source of error on large scales [153, 154], but due to low number density this will have
to include an additional tracer of structure, potentially combining with the LSST and DES data.

More detailed studies of halo mass distribution of BOSS galaxies, combined with numerical
simulations of non-Gaussian models [155] as well as studies of how to mitigate the large-angle
systematic errors [156, 157, 148] are needed to provide a better definition of the ultimate reach of
DESI for non-Gaussianity studies. However it seems certain that DESI constraints will be at least
comparable to the best limits from CMB and that they will provide an excellent temporal and
spatial complement to the latter.
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models therefore leave a strong imprint in the clustering of galaxies and quasars, DESI will be able
to strongly constrain whole classes of inflationary models. We show an illustration in Figure 2.13,
where we present constraints on the models with “running” of non-Gaussianity, where the usual
parameter fNL now runs with wavenumber, fNL(k) = f⇤

NL(k/k⇤)
nfNL . The larger contours show

constraints on f⇤
NL and nfNL from a first analysis that was applied to WMAP 7 data [151], while

the small, red contour shows the 68% C.L. forecast on the joint constraint expected from the
combination of the DESI and full Planck data sets, based on projections in Ref. [152]. The latter
constraint will shrink the area in the f⇤

NL � nfNL plane by about a factor of 100.
To achieve such excellent constraints, the galaxies measured in DESI must have su�ciently

large bias, since only for biased tracers is the non-Gaussian scale-dependent clustering revealed.
One way to further improve the errors is by combining two tracers of LSS, one with a high bias
and one with a low bias. In this case it may possible to cancel sampling variance, which is the
dominant source of error on large scales [153, 154], but due to low number density this will have
to include an additional tracer of structure, potentially combining with the LSST and DES data.

More detailed studies of halo mass distribution of BOSS galaxies, combined with numerical
simulations of non-Gaussian models [155] as well as studies of how to mitigate the large-angle
systematic errors [156, 157, 148] are needed to provide a better definition of the ultimate reach of
DESI for non-Gaussianity studies. However it seems certain that DESI constraints will be at least
comparable to the best limits from CMB and that they will provide an excellent temporal and
spatial complement to the latter.

• cf.	Dragan	Huterer's	talk	

• Constraints	for	model	where	non-Gaussianity	is	scale	dependent,	

• DESI	+	Planck:	σ(fNL)	~	2



Dark energy 
becomes significant here!

SDSS-I volume

SDSS-III/BOSS

SDSS-III/BOSS

Slide Courtesy: David Schlegel

Current	surveys	have	a	major	blind	spot



DESI	will	provide	definiSve	measurements	in	this	
regime

New 3° field-of-view 
corrector lenses

5000 fiber actuators

New spectrographs

Mayall  
    4-m  
        Telescope

• Adds	new	full-opScal	spectrograph	to	4m	Mayall	telescope	
• 5000	fibers	with	roboSc	posiSoners,	7.5	sq.	deg.	
• BAO	survey	of	>30	million	galaxies	&	QSOs,	0	<	z	<	3.5,	over	

~14k	square	degrees	
• "Stage	IV"	BAO,	~10x	be;er	than	state	of	the	art,	~2019-2024	
• Methods	being	tested	in	prototype	SDSS-IV/eBOSS	project	
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Figure 2.9: The fractional error on the dilation factor, R, as a function of redshift presented in
comparable bins for DESI, BOSS, Euclid, WFIRST, HETDEX, and eBOSS. This gives an indicative
error on distance measurements to each redshift. The forecasts for a 14,000 deg2 DESI Bright Galaxy
Survey (BGS) are also shown. DESI will provide the best measurements over much of the region and
is competitive with space-based missions, which will come later. We use 50 million total galaxies for
Euclid, following their Definition Study Report [97], although recently it has been suggested that
this may be optimistic [98].

Table 2.9: DETF Figures of Merit and uncertainties �wp and �
⌦k . �wp is the error on w at the

pivot redshift, which also equal to the error on a constant w holding wa = 0. �
⌦k is the error

on the curvature of the Universe, ⌦k. All DESI lines contain the BGS, and BOSS in the range
0.45 < z < 0.6 that does not substantially overlap with DESI. All cases include Planck CMB
constraints. The pivot point, where w(a) has minimal uncertainty is indicated by ap. We note that
a FoM of 102 is 10 times the Stage II level of [102], which we take to be the definition of Stage IV.
DESI BAO galaxy exceeds this threshold even with a 9,000 square degree survey.

Surveys FoM ap �wp �⌦k

BOSS BAO 37 0.65 0.055 0.0026
DESI 14k galaxy and Ly-↵ forest BAO 169 0.71 0.022 0.0011
DESI 14k BAO + gal. broadband to k < 0.1 h Mpc�1 332 0.74 0.015 0.0009
DESI 14k BAO + gal. broadband to k < 0.2 h Mpc�1 704 0.73 0.011 0.0007
DESI 9k galaxy BAO 95 0.69 0.027 0.0015
DESI 9k galaxy and Ly-↵ forest BAO 121 0.71 0.026 0.0012
DESI 9k BAO + gal. broadband to k < 0.1 h Mpc�1 229 0.73 0.018 0.0011
DESI 9k BAO + gal. broadband to k < 0.2 h Mpc�1 502 0.73 0.013 0.0009

DESI	upgrade	concept
• Greatest	room	for	improvement	

over	DESI	at	higher	redshi[s	>1.5	
• Enabling	ground-based	BAO	

measurements	at	higher	z	would	
require	spectroscopy	in	near-IR:	
very	expensive	and	high	thermal	
background	with	exisSng	detectors	

DESI FDR report
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DESI	upgrade	concept
• Greatest	room	for	improvement	

over	DESI	at	higher	redshi[s	>1.5	
• Enabling	ground-based	BAO	

measurements	at	higher	z	would	
require	spectroscopy	in	near-IR:	
very	expensive	and	high	thermal	
background	with	exisSng	detectors	

• Could	address	by	adding	fourth,	
near-IR	arm	to	DESI	spectrographs	
and	conducSng	new	survey		

• Ge	bandgap	is	~opSmal	for	this:	
hybrid	Ge-Si	CCDs	could	be	a	key	
enabling	technology	

• Could	deploy	at	Mayall	telescope	
in	North	or	nearly-idenScal	Blanco	
telescope	in	Southern	hemisphere

J band

Beyond DESI: instrument upgrade
λ = 980 - 1200 nm is also well-matched to Ge CCD detectors



A	Southern	Spectroscopic	Survey	Instrument:	SSSI

• DOE	and	NSF-commissioned	reports	(e.g.	h;ps://arxiv.org/abs/
1610.01661)	have	both	recommended	very	similar	wide-field	mulS-
object	spectrograph	capabiliSes;	requirements	include:	
-		>2500x	mulSplexing	
-	Wavelength	range	0.37-1	micron	minimum(0.35-1.3	microns	
preferred)	
-	Significant	resoluSon	(R=λ/Δλ>~5000)	at	red	end	
-	Field	diameter	≳20	arcmin	(>1	deg	preferred)	
-	Large	telescope	aperture	(8+m	preferred)	

• Would	enable	many	science	studies	complementary	to	LSST	(for	
cosmology	and	beyond)	

• Wide	variety	of	cross-correlaSon	science	with	LSST	&	CMB-S4	
!



A	Southern	Spectroscopic	Survey	Instrument:	SSSI

• Can	be	implemented	with	designs	very	similar	to	DESI	at	6.5m	
Magellan	telescope	(1.5-2	deg	FoV	possible);	or	collaborate	on	
proposed	11-12m	telescopes	from	Canada	or	Europe	

• ~6,000x	mulSplexing	can	be	achieved	with	current	technology;	if	
shrink	fiber	posiSoners	(requires	smaller	motors),	~15,000x	doable	

• Could	reuse	DESI/DESI	upgrade	spectrographs	but	deploy	on	a	
more	capable	pla}orm	

• Would	enable	DESI-like	surveys	in	South	AND	photometric	redshi[	
training	surveys,	enhancing	LSST	performance	



!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

• NB:	Lya,	CMB-S4,	survey	cross-correlaSons	not	yet	included	

• Stage	IV	+	SSSI	includes	improved	photo-z	calibraSon	

Cosmological	Parameters	from	SSSI:	
Constraints

Stage 
IV

+SSSI!
dense,!
k

+SSSI!
dense,!
k

+SSSI!
deep,!
k

+SSSI!
deep,!
k

+SSSI!
deepx4,!
k

+SSSI!
deepx4,!
k

FoM 1089 1486 2430 1425 1972 1697 2860

𝜎( 0.082 0.07 0.05 0.071 0.06 0.062 0.051

𝜎(𝞪 0.0028 0.0022 0.0016 0.0022 0.0019 0.002 0.0013

𝜎(μ) 
𝜎(𝛴)

0.019, 
0.033

0.014, 
0.027 - 0.015, 

0.028 - 0.012 
0.023 -

Slide: Elisabeth Krause



A	Billion	Object	Apparatus:	BOA

• Concept:	measure	~500	million	
redshi[s	to	z=2.5,	~10x	DESI	density	

• Would	require	~10m	telescope,	100,000	
fibers/posiSoners	(vs	5000	for	DESI)	or	
other	method	of	ge~ng	light	to	
spectrographs,	5	sq.	deg	FoV,	and	10	
years	of	survey	Sme	

• Costs	scale	primarily	with	#s	of	
posiSoners/spectrographs;	if	uSlize	
DESI	designs,	this	would	cost	~20x	DESI	
=	$1	billion	(excluding	telescope	costs)	

• If	SSSI	is	deployed	on	a	~11-12m	
telescope,	could	later	upgrade	
posiSoners	and	spectrographs	to	
achieve	BOA	goals	

Possible Telescope Design
• Two designs for massively multiplexed 

spectrographs on 10-m class telescope
• Pasquini et al., 2016

• Fiber design
• 2.5 degree diameter (4.9 sqdeg)
• 1.3 meter focal plane diameter (Cass focus)

• Ring design
• 1.5 degree diameter (1.0 sqdeg)
• 4.6 meter focal plane diameter (Coude focus)

• Bigger spectrograph on bigger telescope:  
• Cass versus Coude
• FOV considerations
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What	sort	of	technologies	would	enable	be;er	
spectroscopic	surveys?

• DESI	is	cosSng	~$2/expected	
spectrum	to	construct;	doing	a	
BOA	would	require	new,	cheaper	
technologies	

• Need	cheaper	fiber	
posiSoners	(or	alternaSve	
method	of	channelling	light	to	
spectrographs	--	micro	
mirrors,	etc.)	

• Plus	cheaper	spectrographs	

• Germanium	CCDs	or	other	IR	
detector	improvements	

• OH	emission	line	suppression

 3000  4000  5000  6000  7000  8000  9000  10000  11000  12000  13000
Wavelength [Angstroms]

Sky flux

C. Cunha



Can	we	win	with	massively-mulSplexed,	low	resoluSon	
spectroscopy?
• Scale	of	BAO	feature	is	large:	

can	resolve	well	with	
~0.003(1+z)	redshi[	errors,	
readily	achievable	to	z~1	
with	R~100	spectroscopy	

• Redshi[-space	distorSons	
are	more	difficult	at	low	R,	
though

Benitez et al. 2009

• Note:	many	applicaSons	need	secure	redshi[s;	R>4000	required	
to	split	[OII]	doublet	and	get	secure	z	at	z>1		

• At	high	resoluSons,	can	also	work	in	dark	wavelength	ranges	
between	skylines	(~90%	of	spectrum	at	R=6000);	at	low	
resoluSon,	whole	red	spectrum	is	contaminated



• Limit	to	keep	in	mind:	it	is	very	difficult	to	do	much	be;er	than	
LSST	photometric	redshi[s	over	very	wide	areas	at	low	
resoluSon.			

• Redshi[	errors	for	LSST-sky-area	surveys	to	LSST	depth	will	be					
σz	≃	0.02(1+z)(A	Ω	tsurvey	/	ALSST	ΩLSST	tsurvey,	LSST)-1/2	(6/R)1/2,																						
where	A	is	collecSng	area,	Ω	is	field	of	view,	tsurvey	is	total	survey	
duraSon,	and	R	is	the	spectral	resoluSon	(λ/Δλ)	

• I.e.,	proporSonal	to	(A	Ω	tsurvey	R)-1/2	

• E.g.:	A	10-year	survey	on	LSST	would	need	R=24	(600)	to	reduce	
LSST	redshi[	errors	by	a	factor	of	2		(10)	over	the	LSST	footprint	

• A	10-year	survey	would	need	R=80	(2000)	to	reach	those	
goals	on	Mayall/Blanco	

Can	we	win	with	massively-mulSplexed,	low	resoluSon	
spectroscopy?



Ideal	scenario:	what	sort	of	radically	new	detector	technologies	
would	we	want,	if	we	could	develop	them?
• Spectrum	at	every	pixel	of	very	large	format	detector	array	
• High	energy/wavelength	resoluSon:	R=λ/Δλ>5000	
• Negligible	readout	noise	
• ConSnuous	readout	/	Sme	sensiSvity:	could	idenSfy	gravitaSonal	

wave	counterparts	by	combining	temporal	and	spaSal	
coincidence	

• Low	cost	per	detector	area	
• Goal:	turn	LSST	into	spectroscopic	telescope	post-2032	(infeasible	

with	fiber-fed	spectrographs)	
!



Conclusions

• Spectroscopic	surveys	can	help	to	constrain	fundamental	physics	
in	a	variety	of	ways:	

• Dark	Energy	equaSon	of	state	measurements	

• Tests	of	modified	gravity	

• Constraints	on	neutrino	properSes	

• Constraints	on	inflaSon	

• DESI	will	be	the	preeminent	Stage	IV	spectroscopic	survey,	
starSng	2019	

• Cosmic	Visions	has	idenSfied	a	potenSal	roadmap	for	next	steps	
a[er	DESI:	DESI	upgrades,	SSSI,	and	BOA	

• Key	challenges:	develop	new	technologies	to	enable	
spectroscopy	with	LSST	and/or	make	BOA	feasible	

!



Ge/Si	hybrid	CCDsBeyond DESI: instrument upgrade
Ge CCD detectors are in development

• Most fabrication steps identical to silicon CCDs
• Final processing would be at labs
• Readout systems would be identical to CCDs
• Better than HgCd detectors because thermal photons rejected

SiO2 insulation grown at 950C 
Germanium melts at 937C

Overlapping polysilicon gate electrodes
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